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The choices British MPs face in upcoming ‘indicative votes’ on alternative Brexit paths

The Brexit options 

1
Second 
referendum 2

Revoke 
Article 50 3

Single market (No 
customs union) 4

Permanent 
customs union

5
Single market + 
customs union 6

The prime 
minister’s deal 7

Free trade 
agreement (FTA) 8

Others? (Malthouse, 
‘Managed no deal’)

On Monday evening, British MPs voted to take control of the Brexit
process and allow time for indicative votes on alternative paths. This 
decision follows another bumpy few days in Westminster, where PM 
Theresa May has struggled to get the support she needs to get her 
Brexit deal through Parliament.

The indicative votes process will kick-off on Wednesday afternoon, and 
the big question is whether any single option can command a majority 
among lawmakers. There is no preset list of options, and instead, 
lawmakers will be able to put forward their preferred choices and the 
Speaker of the House of Commons will select the most popular. Out of 
all the alternative paths, we suspect a permanent customs union is still 
most likely to emerge as the preferred option.

The process for these votes is still being decided. But one idea that 
seems to be gaining traction is to allow MPs to select all their favoured
options on a piece of paper. The most popular ones would then go on 
to a second-round knockout stage (reportedly next Monday). The key 
advantage of this process is that it guarantees at least one option is 
selected at the end of it - although we would note that there is a risk 
that lawmakers put forward and settle upon an option which is not 
acceptable to the EU.

Whatever happens, none of these votes are binding. However if the 
Government chooses not to action Parliament's instructions, it's 
possible that lawmakers will attempt to pass new laws to force the 
prime minister to return to Brussels and change course.

The bigger question is whether PM May has the political capital to 
change course. Mrs May has been highly reluctant to seek cross-party 
consensus on Brexit, amid fears that this could split the Conservative 
Party. If Parliament opts to take Brexit in a 'softer' direction, then many 
Conservative Eurosceptic ministers and backbench MPs may be 
prepared to vote against the government in another no-confidence 
vote. Some commentators have also suggested that PM May herself 
may view an election as preferable if MPs back a second referendum or 
another unpalatable alternative.

One way or another, the next two weeks are going to be a 'tug of war' 
between the government and Parliament. However, we think some 
form of 'softer Brexit' is still the most likely scenario to prevail, and this 
would likely precipitate a further extension to the Article 50 extension 
period (assuming the UK accepts it must hold EU elections).
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At a glance: The options facing UK lawmakers

UK red lines EU red line

Ends Free 
Movement

Negotiate 
global trade 

deals

No new
customs 
barriers

Irish 
backstop 
required

No new 
regulatory 

barriers

Single market 
Like Norway X X

EU member:
Remain/revoke XX X

X
Customs union
Like Turkey X

X
Single market + 
Customs union X

X
Free-trade deal
Essentially PM May’s deal
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6
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End EU 
budget 

payments

X

X

X

Business priorities

*

* Trade deals possible, although more restricted in what can be offered by UK
** Assuming UK can negotiate, so that it doesn’t need to participate in Efta free trade agreements and instead remains in an EU customs union

**
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What the options would mean for the economy

What? A second vote on EU membership, 
most likely Remain vs. PM May’s deal

Economic impact: ‘Remain’ would be an 
economic positive, although lengthy 
process would prolong uncertainty in the 
short-term – particularly if ‘no deal’ is put 
on the ballot paper

Second referendum1

What? Unilaterally revoke the Article 50 
notification and remain within the EU

Economic impact: Economically positive if 
designed to remain permanently. But if 
done to allow time to reconsider Brexit
plan, this would prolong uncertainty –
albeit it would remove the ‘no deal’ risk

Revoke Article 502

What? Allows free movement of goods, 
capital, services and people

Economic impact: Removes need for 
border checks to ensure EU rule 
compliance, and allows continued access 
for services. Doesn’t quite equate to 
frictionless trade, as some customs 
declarations would still have to be 
performed. UK also essentially a rule-
taker in this set-up

EEA*/Single market3

What? Free trade area with common 
external tariffs. Removes need for tariff 
and rules of origin documentation. Limits 
ability to agree global trade deals (a key 
Brexiteer demand)

Economic impact: Eases some of the 
burden, but outside of the single market 
there would be non-tariff barriers, 
potential frictions at ports. No provisions 
for services, which makes up bulk of UK 
economy

Permanent customs union4

What? Combines options three and four

Economic impact: This would more-or-
less equate to frictionless trade, so 
probably the least economically 
damaging option

Single market + customs union5

What? While the part of the deal that 
looks at future trade is vague, it more-or-
less aims for a free trade agreement type 
of relationship

Economic impact: Same as option seven

The prime minister’s deal6

What? Agreement to reduce trade 
barriers (tariffs, non-tariff barriers, rules 
of origin etc) but not eliminate them 
entirely

Economic impact: UK would be outside of 
the single market and customs union (if 
no Irish backstop), creating trade frictions 
for goods. Typically very limited services 
access within existing FTAs

Free trade agreement (FTA)7

*EEA = European Economic Area
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What option is most likely to succeed?

More likely 
to pass

Less likely 
to pass

A softer Brexit that excludes 
free movement is probably 
the lowest common 
denominator among MPs

1
Second 
referendum

2
Revoke 
Article 50

3
Single market 
(EEA-style)

4
Permanent 
customs union 5

Single market + 
customs union

6 The Prime 
Minister’s Deal

7
Free trade 
agreement (FTA)

8
Others? (Malthouse, 
”Managed no deal”)

Hard to see MPs backing this 
over a second referendum, 
unless to avoid ‘no deal’ at the 
last minute

Don’t rule out MPs backing 
these options, even though 
the EU has rejected them

Many MPs, including Labour, 
remain sceptical given 
freedom of movement

Numbers still stacked against May’s deal, but 
Brexiteers may vote for FTA on expectation 
Irish backstop goes (unlikely EU would accept)

Like EEA, some Labour MPs 
reluctant to back 2nd referendum, 
given many represent Leave-
supporting regions
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How long would Article 50 need to be extended to facilitate 
an alternative path?

12 April
UK leaves EU

Number of weeks

Now

General 
election

14 days
period 
before 

election 
called

Five weeks (approx)
Minimum time 

between calling & 
holding election

21 sitting days 
between 

approval & law 
taking effect

Renegotiation 
on political 
declaration

Five weeks  (?)
Government to 

renegotiate changes 
to the deal as 

requested
by parliament 

21 sitting days 
between 

approval & law 
taking effect

Second 
referendum

Parliament must pass legislation specifying question, timing etc.
(could take much longer)

3 weeks (+)
Time for a 
new gov’t 

to 
renegotiate

12 weeks (could be reduced to eight)
Electoral commission tests question for workability/bias etc

Happens in parallel to legislative process

10 weeks
Minimum time to hold regulated 

campaign

Time to 
implement 

result?

3 weeks (?)
time for 

parliament 
to debate + 

vote on 
revised deal

Three weeks 
(+)

Time for 
parliament 
to debate + 

vote on 
revised deal

N
o

 c
o

n
fi

d
e

n
ce

All times are rough estimates of 
the shortest feasible time for 
events to happen. In reality, 
each stage could take longer.

Also assumes MPs decide next 
steps quickly after voting for an 
alternative path of action –
again, this probably won’t be the 
case
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The process for indicative votes is still yet to be confirmed

MPs 
select 

multiple 
options

Knockout/
run-off 
stage

Standard 
votes

Possible 
indicative vote 

processes

Here, MPs select their preferred option from a long 
list – multiple selections may be allowed. This could 
form the basis of a first round, where the most 
popular options go to a knock-out/run-off stage

Each option is voted on to see if it commands a 
majority. However there is a risk no option is 
selected. There would also likely be a bias towards 
the final option voted upon, as MPs will be aware 
it’s this option or May’s deal/no deal.

To ensure the process 
definitely ends with one 
preferred option, MPs 
may vote on the most 
popular options through 
a series of knockout 
rounds. Each time, the 
least popular option is 
removed until only one 
remains
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Get all our latest thoughts and ideas on our new 
website from economic and financial analysis

www.ing.com/THINK

“USD: Making everyone (else) great 
again!”

“What we really 
think of the Bank 
of England’s rate 
decision”

“Trade war: What is it 
good for?”

“When caution’s not 
enough for the euro”

“Some Brexit clarity at last?”

“Normalisation will be a 
long, uncomfortable 
journey”

“G10 FX: Careless Central 
Bank Whispers”

“Riding the cryptocoaster”

“Trump: The next 
100 days”
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